
Connecting HBM Torque Transducers
to Discom Tas Box

Connecting rpm speed pulse signal
and torque voltage signal
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General Information

24-06-102

HBM Torque transducers provide a number of different signals, including torque 
as frequency modulation signal, torque as voltage signal, and rpm speed pulses. 
Torque as voltage and rpm speed pulses can be directly wired to the Tas Box.
The torque voltage signal is connected to one of the A/D converter inputs on 
the front side of the Tas Box, while the rpm speed pulses are connected to the 
TIS input connector on the back side.

Tas Box Front side

This is channel 3.1

USB connection to 
measurement PC

TIS connector for 
rpm speed signals 12 V Power supply

Back side

Torque (voltage) goes into one 
of the BNC connectors (Check 
wiring plan).

Inputs are labelled by 
module number 1 – 4
and channel number 1 / 2
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HBM Torque Transducer Connectors T12, T40

24-06-103

HBM torque flanges have up to 5 connectors on the base, which are clearly 
labelled with numbers. Consult the HBM documentation if in doubt.

Rpm speed pulses are on plug 2 for both T12 and T40 type, 
and torque as voltage is available on plug 3.
See next pages for details.

T12 type T40 type
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Torque Connection T12, T40

24-06-104

BNC cable: shield

BNC cable: line

Wire pins 1 and 4 of plug 3 to a BNC cable and plug into the according front input of the Tas Box.

Check the connection plan (block diagram) in the Discom system documentation for 
information on where to connect torque to the Tas Box.
Channel assignment can be changed in the Discom software, if necessary.

HBM
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1

Speed Pulse Wiring T12, T40

24-06-105

A+

A–

B+

B–

Z+

Z–

5 1

9 6

Pin 5: ground Pin 4-1: RPM+ for 2, 4, 3, 1

Pin 9-6: RPM– for 2, 4, 3, 1TIS socket (female)

Speed pulses are available as differential signals (see next page for more information).
Connect HBM plug 2 pins 1/6 (signal pair A+/–) to a pin pair of the TIS input plug (see table below), 
using shielded twisted pair cable. Alternatively, HBM pins 3/7 (signal pair B+/–) can be used.
(Do not mix up A and B signals. Z signal is only used for specific applications.)

speed channel Pin pair

1 1 / 6

2 4 / 9

3 2 / 7

4 3 / 8

0V

6

Ground connection:
optional; try with and without

TIS input is internally terminated; additional resistor 
is normally not necessary for Tas Box.

(do not connect to TIS cable)

HBM
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About Differential Speed Pulses

24-06-106

Speed pulses should be transmitted as differential signals (RS422): two parallel lines 
carry the same pulse signal, but with inverted voltage. The difference between these 
inverted signals is robust against electrical noise and other disturbances.
Therefore, two corresponding lines have to be wired from the speed encoder to the 
Tas Box.

A+ signal

A– signal

Difference between + and – signal 
is robust against HF noise.
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What if I don‘t have a differential signal?

24-06-107

If a differential pair of speed pulse signals is not available, 
use a Single Ended to Differential converter as close to the encoder as possible (< 30cm).

With Converter

A Single Ended to Differential converter 
has to be used if the rpm speed encoder 
generates only one pulse signal (called a 
“single ended” signal).
The product of company LEG depicted here is meant as 
an example. You can use other products as well.

One example for such an encoder is the 
HBM T210 transducer, another is a 
proximity probe (see next pages).

Standard

Connect shield of TIS cable on Tas Box side only 
to Tas Box ground.
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HBM Torque Transducer T210

24-06-108

SU4-2

The small HBM T210 torque transducers do not have a differential 
output for speed pulses, only a single ended pulse output.
Therefore, you have to use a signal converter as explained on the 
previous page.
Place the signal converter as close to the torque transducer as 
possible (less than 30 cm). Use shielded twisted pair cable from 
signal converter to TIS input.

BNC cable to Tas Box front input (see page 4)

Ground connection:
optional; try with and without

+5V

Connect shield of TIS cable on Tas 
Box side only to Tas Box ground.
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Appendix: SU4 wiring with proximity probe

Out

Vs

Gnd

3k
Ω

Proximity sensor
SU4-1

TIS ground connection:
optional; try with and withoutPut 3kΩ resistors 

between Ground 
and signal lines

3k
Ω
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